Startup application of **Ovulona** cervical sensor has FDA clearance - will help funding the next generation telemetric cervical ring - semi-permanently worn and sending data to user’s display device, as shown in next slide.
**Ovulona** will be transformed into telemetric cervical ring

Women and their doctors will have a choice

Cervical health screened concurrently with fertility status
- user alerted when problem detected in several consecutive cycles
Friendly Technology

Ovulographic™ Folliculogenesis In Vivo™ (FIV™) screening concurrently cervical health

Data From Home
To Healthcare Providers

From patients’ Ovulona™ units to a physician’s Ovulograph™ – when needed

‘Improve the methods and criteria used to assess ovulatory dysfunction’ - Click above on Ovulograph to view the shown graphical introduction to our solution